Record This Moment in Time

We are in an unprecedented time. Decades from now, people will look back in history and ask questions. How did corvid-19 affect your troop or service unit? Did you shift to virtual platforms, or other activities that embraced social distancing? What types of community service and Take Action Projects did Girl Scouts do? Were there any new experiences you had or decided to keep after the stay safe stay at home period ended?

We’ve seen Girl Scouts posting messages of resiliency and hope, sharing with and supporting their Girl Scout sisters, and continuing to make the world a better place. Girl scouts are providing community Service. We also know that there are hard times and issues at hand. Fun traditions and plan have been cancelled or postponed. Many troops are meeting virtually. Things are not business as usual!

We’re asking troops or individuals to share with us pictures & stories of Girl Scouting. Show the future what our challenges are and how we face them. No topic is too mundane- years from now these may be the iconic picture of our time. Your help is needed to show a snapshot of what life is like during Covid-19 2020.

Entries will be stored in GSOFCT’s historical archives and be available to viewing in the Mc Guff Museum of Girl Scout History.

Use this jot form to submit information. https://form.jotform.com/201104194224138